English that British lecturers […] had repeated. His course was part of a struggle to extricate a valuable sense of self-in-language from the colonialist's etymological grip. We had grown up in a compulsory language system, but, as if to strip us of all language, we were constantly reminded that this language did not belong to us. Depriving us of Chinese or Malay or Hindi, British teachers reminded us nonetheless that English was only on loan, a borrowed tongue which we could only garble" (Lim 121 ).
Much earlier than my memoir's recollection of how his course influenced my understanding of the imperial British damage of native language worlds, Prof. Fernando offered his defense of English for an imperiled subject in territorial free fall:
Imagine that the writer is in an aeroplane which we can call his world, and he has jumped out, or been pushed or forced out. He leaves behind a one-dimensional world of language, religion and culture, and he falls free. Then he remembers to […] pull the cord, and his parachute flutters open. The parachute is the English language […] .
He tugs at the language as best he can. He will probably tug according to the terrain over which he is and according to the winds that blow. (Cultures in Conflict, 85, quoted in Newton) In fact, unbeknownst to us undergraduates admitted to the University of Malaya in 1964, Dr. Fernando was himself a creative writer. According to the literary scholar Mohammad A. Quayum, " [Fernando] "bilingualism" as the national language policy, but rather as a practical matter. 5 Instead of "bilingualism," the chapter speaks of "a residual inexpressible awareness of deep conflict between languages," and speaks in the voice of a subaltern linguistic Other, a non-Anglophone intellectual: "Asians find that it goes deeply against the grain to accept that our own native languages seem to have little outside exotic significance to contribute to the world of learning" and pleads for translations as the method to treat "linguistic confrontations," the "genius of one language versus that of another." Clearly, with true bilingualism, translations are not needed. Appealing to Benjamin Whorf's "principle of relativity" that "unless linguistic backgrounds are similar, or can in some way be calibrated," subjects must fail to agree on perspectives (109), the chapter argues for "our education system [to] give all our children one common language in the same way as other nations do," but also that this common language be brought "into close dialectic with another quite different linguistic system" (109 A few out-takes as conclusion to this too brief tribute to Lloyd Fernando, the Malaysian intellectual and novelist who had done so much to decolonize the Malaysian mind.
First, his only critical book featuring Malaysian literature and culture, Cultures in Conflict, is a careful culling of earlier published reviews, refereed and commissioned articles, and unpublished conference papers and various ephemera, strategically self-edited to frame a pieced-together auto-critical articulation of himself as Commonwealth, postcolonial critic, author, academic, scholar, and man of letters negotiating the dueling conflicts that beleaguer a globalizing postcolonial English in increasingly defensive, hostile nativist-language nationalist territories, in which race and religion set up barbed trip-wires for Western-trained intellectual elites.
Second, the book is not a monograph but a carefully dated, although not strictly chronologically sequenced, selection of expository pieces that articulate an organic critical point of view and voice while not being in fact creative non-fiction; that is, the nineteen chapters hew to a disciplinary rigour marked by scholarly research, citations, thesis, argument, and persuasion. Invention, speculation, subjective assertion, even description, and narration are either absent or strictly minimized, but they are stylistic tactics that Lloyd Fernando the novelist generously deployed in Scorpion Orchid.
Third, the different dates of the pieces that appear to delineate chapters structured in a coherent text also suggest shifts in authorial critical positioning that may well be read through the lens of the racialized language Further, after this introductory frame, interrupted by four chapters on British colonial and post-colonial writers (including James Joyce), the thirteen chapters that follow treat Malaysian and South East Asian writing in English and issues of English language and teaching in the region. While the opening chapter sets up the book's major paradigmatic frame, the fine-grained texture of these other essays sometimes belie or at least struggle with that account. Indeed, these local and regional-oriented chapters are clearly hobbled by the opening frame, for the But I never forgot his intervention in my writer's path, and never forgot that I had not repaid him in kind. In 1982
we met at a conference in Perth, also attended by Ee Tiang Hong, another native-born Melakan exile, when the novelist Fernando, an immigrant true-fired patriotic Malaysian, laughingly asked me to stop calling him "Prof." I met him again at a 1994 conference in Adelaide, still sharply analytical, but with a trailing limp after his stroke. When Lim Chee Seng, then Head of English at UM, invited me to speak at the 11 th ACLALS conference in Kuala Lumpur in 1998, I urged him to schedule a tribute to Prof. Fernando, whom I heard was by then quite disabled. I was there in the hall when he received a standing ovation, and watched with overwhelmed heart as he tried to speak and shed his tears of appreciation for the tribute, so long delayed.
A decade after his death, Prof. Bahasa as the national language but to downgrade English as a second language and its literature to a sectional category -unfunded and delegitimized. Malay is the territory's supreme language, he stated unequivocally, a language superiority taken as his unambiguous stance on decolonizing the Malaysian nation. But Scorpion Orchid equivocates through the voices of the Others, through the terror and anguish of an indeterminate female character, who may be Malay, Chinese, or whatever, but whose rape stands for that physical violation that transcends any discursive pieties because it is so obdurately that of a suffering body.
In short, Lloyd Fernando's vision of cultures in conflict was always humanistic, not nationalistic; but that was a vision he expressed as the novelist Fernando and not as Prof. Fernando. As the novelist Fernando wrote, almost heretically, in the voice of the teacher of the Qu'ran, "There are so many who want to force you to follow the right path. Each one's right path is the only one. I am tired of seeing the folly spread in the name of such right paths. I fear those who seek to come between me and love for all humanity. They are the source of hate and destruction" (Green is the Colour 138). This "love for all humanity," not merely for one's community and tribe, drove Prof. Fernando's agenda in teaching not just English Literature but simply literature as a phenomenon central to the discipline of the humanities, and it is this overarching theme in his novels' dramas that fuels the multiracial characters' relations and suggests epiphanies however dim and faraway. 
